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Abstract 

 

This paper aims to introduce the soft operators I ( ) and ( )*( , I), furthermore 

some of their properties and structural characteristics are studied. The notion of 

C  soft sets is defined, which is a generalization of soft open sets. Some 

behaviors and features of such concepts are investigated with some illustrative 

examples. 
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1 Introduction 
 

 More often than not, the kind of problems encountered in real life is inherently 

uncertain, imprecise and complicated and so cannot be successfully solved using 

classical methods and other existing mathematical theories such as probability 

theory, fuzzy set theory, rough set theory, vague set theory etc., due to their 

inherent a difficulty. The major reason for these difficulties, according to 

Molodtsov [12] is possibly attributable to the inadequacies of their 

parameterization tools. Accordingly, to overcome these difficulties, Molodtsov 

[12] introduced the concept of soft set as a completely new mathematical tool for 

dealing with these uncertainties. Recently, soft set theory has been developed 

rapidly by some scholars, emphasizing its applications. It is a well-established fact 

that topology is an important area of mathematics with many applications in the 

domains of computer science and physical sciences. Soft topology is a relatively 
new and promising domain, which can lead to the development of new mathematical 
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models and innovative approaches that will significantly contribute to the solution 

of complex problems in natural sciences. 

 

The current paper aims to introduce and study the soft operators I ( ) and ( )*( , 

I). Some of their properties and structural characteristics will be studied. The 

notion of C soft sets will be defined, which is a generalization of the class of soft 

open sets. Some behaviours and features of such definition will be investigated 

with some illustrative examples. 

 

2 PRELIMINARIES 

 
   This section deals with presentation of the basic well-known definitions and 

results of soft set theory that are useful for subsequent discussions. These 

definitions and more detailed explanations related to the soft sets and their 

properties have been reported in [2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12–15].  
 

Definition 2.1  
Let X be an initial universe and A be a non-empty set of parameters. Let P(X) 

denote the power set of X. FA is called a soft set over X, where F is a mapping 

given by F: A → P(X). The family of all soft sets over X is denoted by SS(X, A). 

For two soft sets FA, HA over a common universe X (i) FA is said to be a soft 

subset of HA, if F (e) ⊆ H (e) ∀e∈A. Symbolically it is written as FA⊑HA. 

)ii) FA and HA are called soft equal, if FA⊑HA and HA⊑FA. Symbolically it is 

written as FA=HA. 
 

Definition 2.2  

A soft set FA over X is said to be null (resp., an absolute) soft set denoted by ˜∅ 
(resp., X˜A), if for all e∈A F (e) = ∅ (resp., F (e) = X).  
 

Definition 2.3  

Let FA, HA∈SS(X, A), then 

(i) The union KA of two soft sets FA and HA over X, denoted by FA⊔HA, is 

defined as K (e) = F (e) ∪ H (e) for all e∈A. 

(ii) The intersection KA of two soft sets FA and HA over X, denoted by FA⊓HA 

is defined as K (e) = F (e) ∩ H (e) for all e∈A. 

(iii) The difference KA of two soft sets FA and HA over X, denoted by FA - HA 

is defined as K (e) = F (e) – H (e) for all e∈A. 

(iv)  The complement of FA, denoted by (FA) c =X˜A - FA is defined by (F) c (e) 

= X - F(e) for all e∈A. 

 

Theorem 2.4 (SS(X, A), ⊔, ⊓, c) is a De-Morgan algebra. 
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Theorem 2.5 Any ordinary set is itself a soft set. 

 

Definition 2.6  

A soft set FA over X is said to be a soft element, if there exist ∈A such that F () 

={x} and F () = ∅, ∀ (). Such a soft element is denoted by x. 

 

Definition 2.7  

A soft element x is said to be in the soft set FA, denoted by x∈FA, if x∈F(). 

 

Definition 2.8  

Let X be an initial universe set and A be a set of parameters. The family ⊆SS(X, 

A) is said to be a soft topology on X, if the following axioms are true 

(i) ∅˜, X˜A belong to . 

(ii) The union of any number of soft sets in  belongs to  . 

(iii)The intersection of any two soft sets in  belongs to  . 

The triplet (X, A,) is said to be a soft topological space or soft space. Every 

member of  is called a soft open set. A soft set HA is called a soft closed set in 

(X, A,), if (HA)c∈ . The family of soft closed sets is denoted by c. 

 

Definition 2.9  

Let (X, A,) be a soft topological space, e∈A and x∈X. A soft open set FA is a soft 

open neighborhood of x, if x∈F(e). 

 

Definition 2.10  

A soft set FA in a soft topological space (X, A, ) is said to be a soft neighborhood 

(abbreviated as a soft nbd.) of the soft set HA, if there exists a soft open set KA 

such that HA⊑KA⊑FA. If HA= x, then FA is said to be a soft nbd. of the soft 

element x. The family of all soft open neighborhoods of x is denoted by N(x). 

 

Proposition 2.11  

A soft set FA over X is a soft open if and only if FA is a nbd. of each of its soft 

elements. 

 

Proposition 2.12  

The neighborhood system N(x) at x in a soft topological space (X, A,) has the 

following properties for soft sets FA, HA 

(i) FA, HA∈N(x) ⇒ (FA⊓HA) ∈N(x). 

(ii) FA⊑HA and FA∈N(x) ⇒ HA∈N(x). 

 

Definition 2.13 Let (X, A,) be a soft topological space and FA∈SS(X, A), then 

   (i) The soft closure cl FA of FA is the intersection of all soft closed sets 

containing FA i.e. cl FA=⊓{ MA∈c | FA⊑MA }. 
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   (ii) The soft interior int FA of FA is the union of all soft open sets contained in  

 

FA i.e.                        int FA=⊔{MA∈ | MA⊑FA}. 

 

Definition 2.14 

Let (X, A,) be a soft topological space, FA∈SS(X, A) and e∈A. A soft element x  

is said to be: 

    (i) A closure point of FA, if for every soft open nbd. HA of x we have 

FA⊓HA∅˜. The set of all closure points of FA is denoted by cl FA. 

    (ii) A soft interior point of FA, if there exists soft open nbd. HA of x such that 

HA⊑FA. The set of all interior points of FA is denoted by int FA. 

 

Proposition 2.15  

Let (X, A,) be a soft topological space and FA, HA∈SS(X, A). Then, the 

following properties hold 

(i) FA is a soft closed set, if cl FA=FA. 

(ii) FA⊑HA, then cl FA⊑cl HA. 

 

Proposition 2.16  

Let (X, A,) be a soft topological space and GA be a soft open set, then 

GA⊓clFA⊑cl(GA⊓FA) for every soft set FA. 
 

3 Soft Operators i ( ) and ( )*( , i) 
   

In this section we introduce the soft operators I ( ) and ( )*( , I) and discuss some 

properties of them. 

 

Definition 3.1  

A non-empty collection I of soft sets over X is called a soft ideal, if the following 

statements hold 

(i) FA∈I and HA⊑FA ⇒ HA∈I, 

(ii) FA∈I and HA∈I ⇒ FA⊔HA∈I. 

 

Definition 3.2  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,). The soft operators 

associated with the soft ideal I and the soft topology  of any soft set FA are 

defined as 

(i) (FA)*= (FA)* (I) ={x | UA⊓FA I for every soft open nbd. UA of x}. 

(ii) I (FA) ={x | UA - FA∈I for some soft open nbd. UA of x} 

Corollary 3.3  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A, ) and FA∈SS(X, A), then 

(X˜A - FA)*=X˜A - I (FA) and  I (X˜A - FA)=X˜A - (FA) *. 
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Proposition 3.4  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,). Then, for every soft sets 

FA, HA the following statements hold 

(i) FA⊑HA implies (FA)*⊑ (HA)*. 

(ii) (FA⊔HA)*= (FA)*⊔ (HA) *. 

(iii)(FA⊓HA)*⊑ (FA)*⊓ (HA)*. 

(iv) (FA)*=cl (FA)*⊑cl (FA) (i.e. (FA)* is a soft closed subset of cl(FA)). 

(v) (FA)* - (HA)*= (FA - HA) * - (HA)*⊑ (FA - HA) *. 

(vi) FA∈I, then (FA)*=∅˜. 

 

Proof (i) Let x∈ (FA)*, then UA⊓FA I for every soft open nbd. UA of x. Since 

FA⊑HA, thus UA⊓HA I for every soft open nbd. UA of x. Hence, x ∈ (HA)* and 

so (FA)*⊑ (HA)*. 
 

   (ii) From (i) (FA)*⊔ (HA)*⊑ (FA⊔HA) * is obvious. The reverse inclusion, let x 

(FA)* and x (HA)*. Then, there exist soft open nbd. U1A, U2A of x such that 

U1A⊓FA∈I and U2A⊓HA∈I. Therefore, (U1A⊓FA) ⊔ (U2A⊓HA) ∈I. This shows 

that (U1A⊓U2A) is a soft open nbd. of x and (FA⊔HA)⊓(U1A⊓U2A) ⊑ 

(U1A⊓FA)⊔(U2A⊓HA)∈I, which is proving that x (FA⊔HA) *. Therefore, 

(FA⊔HA)*⊑ (FA)*⊔ (HA)* and so (FA⊔HA)*= (FA)*⊔ (HA)*. 
 

(iii) Follows directly from (i). 

 

(iv) x cl FA implies that there is a soft open nbd. UA of x such that 

UA⊓FA=∅˜∈I. Then, x (FA)* and so (FA)*⊑cl FA. Now we shall show that cl 

(FA)*⊑ (FA)*. Indeed, x∈cl (FA)* and UA is a soft open nbd. of x, then UA⊓(FA) 

*∅˜. Let y∈UA⊓ (FA)*, then y∈UA and y∈ (FA)*. Hence, UA⊓FA I and so 

x∈ (FA)*. Thus cl (FA) *= (FA)*. 

 

 (v) Let FA= (FA - HA) ⊔ (FA⊓HA). Then by using (ii), we get (FA)*= (FA - HA) *⊔ 

(FA⊓HA) * ⊑ (FA - HA)*⊔ (HA)*. Thus (FA)* - (HA)*⊑ (FA - HA)* - (HA)*. Again, 

(FA - HA)*⊑ (FA)*. Hence, (FA - HA)* - (HA)*⊑ (FA)* - (HA)*. Consequently, (FA)* - 

(HA)*= (FA - HA)* - (HA)*. 

 

 (vi) Let FA∈I, then UA⊓FA∈I for every soft open nbd. UA of x. Consequently, 

(FA)*=∅˜. 

 

Proposition 3.5  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,). Then, for every soft sets 

FA, HA, the following statements hold 

(i) FA⊑HA implies I (FA) ⊑ I (HA). 
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(ii) I (FA) is a soft open set. 

(iii)I (FA⊓HA) = I (FA) ⊓ I (HA). 

 

Proof (i) Let x∈ I (FA), then UA - FA∈I for some soft open nbd. UA of x. Since 

FA⊑HA, then UA - HA∈I for some soft open nbd. UA of x. Hence, x∈ I (HA) 

and so I (FA) ⊑ I (HA). 

 

   (ii) Obvious in view of (iv) of Corollary 3.3 and Proposition 3.4. 

 

   (iii)  I (FA⊓HA) ⊑ I (FA) ⊓ I (HA) follows directly from (i). It suffices to 

show the reverse inclusion, let x∈ I (FA) ⊓ I (HA), then x∈ I (FA) and x∈ I 

(HA). Thus there exist soft open nbd. U1A, U2A of x such that U1A - FA∈ I and U2A 

- HA∈ I and so (U1A - FA) ⊔ (U2A - HA) ∈I. Consequently, (U1A⊓U2A - FA⊓HA) ⊑ 

(U1A -FA) ⊔ (U2A - HA)∈ I. Let UA= (U1A⊓U2A) be a soft open nbd. of x and (UA 

- FA⊓HA)∈I. Hence, x∈ I (FA⊓HA) and so I (FA) ⊓ I (HA) ⊑ I (FA⊓HA). 

Therefore, I (FA⊓HA) =  I (FA) ⊓I (HA). 

  

    From the definition of the operator I ( ), the proof of the following theorem is 

obvious. 

 

Theorem 3.6  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A, ) and FA be a soft open set, 

then   FA⊑ I (FA). 

 

Corollary 3.7  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,) and FA∈SS(X, A), then int 

FA⊑ I (FA). 

 

Proof By using Theorem 3.6, int FA⊑ I (int FA) and from (i) of Proposition 3.5, 

I (int FA)⊑ I (FA). Hence, int FA⊑ I (FA). 

 

     The following example shows that a soft set FA is not soft open but it satisfies 

FA⊑I(FA). 
 

Example 3.8  

Let X= {a, b, c}, A= {1, 2} and = {∅˜, X˜A, UA= {{a, c}, {c}} with soft ideal 

I= {∅˜, EA= {{c}, {∅}}}. Let FA= {{a}, {c}}, then FA is not soft open set but I 

(FA) = {{a, c}, {c}}, such that FA⊑ I (FA). 

 

Theorem 3.9  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,), then the following 

statements are equivalent 
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(i) I (∅˜) =∅˜. 

(ii) (X˜A)*=X˜A. 

(iii) ⊓I= {∅˜}. 

(iv)  FA is a soft open set, then FA⊑ (FA)*. 

(v)  FA is a soft closed set, then I (FA) ⊑ (FA). 

(vi)  FA∈I, then int FA=∅˜. 

(vii) I is a soft condense 

 

Proof Obvious. 

 

Theorem 3.10  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A, ) and FA be a soft open set, 

then ⊓I={∅˜} if and only if (FA) *=cl (FA). 

 

Proof By using Proposition 3.4, (FA)*⊑cl (FA). For the reverse inclusion, let FA be 

a non-empty soft open set and x∈cl (FA). Thus UA⊓FA∅˜ for every soft open 

nbd. UA of x. Since ⊓I= {∅˜}, then UA⊓FA I for every soft open nbd. UA of x 

and so x∈ (FA)*. Therefore, (FA)*=cl (FA). Conversely, suppose (FA)*=cl (FA) for 

a soft open set FA. Since X˜A is a soft open set, then (X˜A)*=cl (X˜A) =X˜A and so 

by using Theorem 3.9 ⊓I= {∅˜}. 

 

Corollary 3.11  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,) with ⊓I= {∅˜} if and 

only if  (I (FA))*=cl (I (FA)) for every soft set FA. 

 

Proof Obvious. 

 

Theorem 3.12  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,) with ⊓I= {∅˜}, then I 

(FA) ⊑ (FA)* for every soft set FA. 

 

Proof Let x∈ I (FA) =X˜A - (X˜A - FA)*, then x (X˜A - FA)*. Since ⊓I= {∅˜}, 

thus by using (v) of Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 3.9, x(X˜A)* - (FA)*=X˜A - 

(FA)*. Consequently, x∈ (FA)* and so I (FA) ⊑ (FA)*. 

 

Corollary 3.13  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,) with ⊓I= {∅˜}, then I 

(FA) ⊑  cl (FA) for every soft set FA. 

 

Proof This follows from (iv) of Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 3.12. 
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Theorem 3.14  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,) with ⊓I= {∅˜}, then the 

following statements hold 

(i)  I (FA) ⊑int cl FA, for any soft set FA. 

(ii) I (FA) ⊑FA, for any soft closed set FA. 

(iii)int cl (FA) = I (int cl FA), for any soft set FA. 

(iv) I (FA) ⊑int cl FA⊑ (FA)*, for any soft open set FA. 

(v) FA∈I, then I (FA) =∅˜. 

 

Proof (i) Let FA be a soft set, then in view of Corollary 3.13, I (FA) ⊑cl (FA). 

Since I (FA) is a soft open set, therefore I (FA) ⊑int cl FA. 

 

)ii) Obvious in view of (i). 

 

(i) Let FA be a soft set, then in view of Corollary 3.13, I (int cl FA) ⊑cl int cl 

FA. Since I (int cl FA) is a soft open set, hence I (int cl FA) ⊑int cl 

int cl FA, which implies that I (int cl FA) ⊑int cl FA. The reverse 

inclusion, since int cl FA is a soft open set. Thus by using Theorem 3.6, 

int cl (FA)⊑ I (int cl FA) and so int cl (FA)= I (int cl FA). 

 

(ii)  In view of Corollary 3.13, I (FA) ⊑cl FA. Since I (FA) is a soft open set, 

therefore I (FA) ⊑int cl FA. Since ⊓I= {∅˜} and FA is a soft open set, 

thus by Theorem 3.10 (FA)*=cl (FA) and so int cl FA⊑ (FA)*. 

Consequently, I (FA) ⊑int cl FA⊑ (FA)*. 

 

(iii)FA∈I, then by using Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 3.12 I (FA) =∅˜. 

 

Definition 3.15  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,). A soft set FA is a soft I-

dense, if (FA)*=X˜A. 

 

The proof of the following theorem follows directly from soft I-dense definition 

and Corollary 3.3. 

 

Theorem 3.16  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,). Then for each x∈X, (X˜A 

- {x}) is soft I-dense if and only if I ({x}) =∅˜. 
 

4 C Soft Sets 

 
   This section is devoted to discussing a new class of soft sets, which is a 

generalization of the class of the soft open sets by using the soft operator I ( ). 
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Definition 4.1  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,). A soft set FA is said to be 

 

(i) [4] Soft semi-open, if FA⊑cl int FA. 

(ii) [1] Soft -open, if FA⊑cl int cl FA. 

(iii)[1] Soft -open, if FA⊑int cl int FA. 

 

The family of all soft semi-open sets, soft -open sets and soft -open sets 

denoted by SSO, SO and SO respectively. 

 

Definition 4.2  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,). A soft set FA is said to be 

C soft set, if FA⊑cl I (FA). The collection of all C soft sets is denoted by SCΨ. 

 

Theorem 4.3  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,), then ⊑SCΨ. 
 

Proof Let FA be a soft open set, then from Theorem 3.6, FA⊑ I (FA) ⊑cl I (FA). 

Hence, FA∈SCΨ and so ⊑SCΨ. 

 

    The following example shows that the reverse inclusion is not true. 

 

Example 4.4  

Let X= {a, b, c, d}, A= {1, 2} and = {∅˜, X˜A, UA= {{c, d}, {a, d}}} with soft 

ideal I= {∅˜, EA= {{c}, {∅}}}. Let FA= {{a, d}, {a, d}}, then FA is not soft open 

set but I (FA) = {{c, d}, {a, d}} and so cl I (FA) =X˜A, such that FA⊑cl I (FA). 

 

Theorem 4.5  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,), then the arbitrary union 

of the collection of non-empty C soft sets is C soft set. 

 

Proof Let {FiA | i∈Δ} be the collection of non-empty C soft sets. Since FiA ⊑ cl 

I (FiA) ⊑ cl I (⊔iΔ FiA) for each I∈Δ. Therefore, ⊔iΔ FiA ⊑cl I (⊔iΔ FiA) and 

so ⊔iΔ FiA is C soft set. 

Following example shows that intersection of two C soft sets may not be a 

C soft set. 

 

Example 4.6  

Let X={a, b, c, d}, A={1, 2} and ={∅˜, X˜A, U1A={{a}, {c}}, U2A={{b, c}, {b, 

c}}, U3A={{a, b, c}, {b, c}}} with soft ideal I={∅˜, EA={{c}, {c}}} Let FA={{a, 

d}, {c}} and HA= {{b, c, d}, {b, c}} be soft sets, then  I (FA)={{a}, {c}} and so 
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cl I (FA)=X˜A. Also, I (HA) = {{b, c}, {b, c}} and so cl I (HA) =X˜A. Since 

KA= (FA⊓HA) = {{d}, {c}}, then I (KA) =∅˜ and so cl I (KA) =∅˜. It is clear 

that FA, HA are two C soft sets but KA= (FA⊓HA) is not C soft set. 

 

Theorem 4.7  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,), then SSO⊑SCΨ. 

 

Proof Let FA be a soft semi-open set, then FA⊑cl int FA. From Corollary 3.7, 

FA⊑cl I(FA). Hence, FA∈SCΨ and so SSO⊑SCΨ. 

 

Theorem 4.8  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,) with ⊓I= {∅˜}, then 

SCΨ⊑SO. 

 

Proof Follows directly from Theorem 3.14. 

 

   The following example shows that the other direction fails to hold. 

 

Example 4.9  

Let X= {a, b, c}, A= {1, 2} and = {∅˜, X˜A, UA= {{a, b}, {a}}} with soft ideal 

I=       {∅˜, EA= {{∅}, {a}}}. Let FA= {{a}, {a}}, then FA is soft -open set. Also, 

I (FA) =∅˜ and so FA SCΨ. 

 

  The proof of the following corollary follows from Theorem 4.7, 4.8. 

 

Corollary 4.10  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,) with ⊓I= {∅˜}, then 

SSO⊑SCΨ⊑SO. 

 

Theorem 4.11  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,) and UA be a soft -open 

set, then UA⊓FA∈SCΨ for every FA∈SCΨ. 

 

Proof Let UA be soft -open set and FA∈SCΨ, then UA⊑int cl int UA and FA⊑cl  

I (FA). Hence, UA⊓FA⊑int cl int UA⊓cl I (FA). By using corollary 3.7, 

UA⊓FA⊑int cl I (UA) ⊓cl I (FA). In view of Proposition 2.17, UA⊓FA⊑ cl(Int cl 

I (UA)⊓ I (FA))=cl int (cl  I (UA)⊓ I (FA))⊑cl (I (UA)⊓ I (FA)). By using 

(iii) of Proposition 3.5, then UA⊓FA⊑cl I (UA⊓FA) and so UA⊓FA∈SCΨ. 

 

Theorem 4.12  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,) with ⊓I= {∅˜}. 

If ∅˜FA∈I, then FA SCΨ. 
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Proof Obvious from (v) of Theorem 3.14. 

 

The proof of the following corollary obvious from the fact  ⊑ SO. 

 

Corollary 4.13  

Let I be a soft ideal on a soft topological space (X, A,) and FA∈SCΨ, then 

FA⊓UA∈SCΨ for every soft open set UA. 

 

Acknowledgements. We are grateful to the reviewer for a number of helpful 

suggestions for improvement of the article. 
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